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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Sergio Juárez has contributed to the dictionary with 31 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 

 Working Group 
 amp.wordmeaning.org
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agroalfarero
AGROALFAREROPara find the definition of agroalfarero have to decompose the term and go, first, to the word Potter is
the manufacturer of terracotta pots. Potter comes from Hispanic Arabic alfah har that gives rise to alfar: workshop or
pottery workshop. Meanwhile agro is a compositional element used to mean field because it comes from the latin ager,
agri. Agriculture can be found in agricultural, farming. With agroalfarero, we would therefore like to mean the
manufacturer of pots of terracotta which works in the field. Remember, parenthetically, that the vast majority of voices
that begin with are of Arab origin, as very well noted by Cervantes in Don Quixote, part II, chapter LXVII, even when the
illustrious Manco to be included in their list the word lunch not observed that while the particle to the may be Arabic,
walruses comes from the latin and means bite

agroalfarero
A correction to my previous note, and with regard to the word agroalfarero do: by effects of the processor appears
walrus when MORSUS as a lunch item should read: to the and morsus = bite. Please correct so that it appears in the
proper form. Thank you.

ajuste de cuenta
Even when the most usual is the use of the phrase plural " arrangement of accounts " the expression which we check
out the reader means the Act or action of taking the law into their own hands.

aprestad
To deduce the misunderstood's APRESTAD keep in mind first modes represent the verb inflectional paradigms and that,
accordingly, the Spanish has three modes: imperative, indicative and subjunctive.The imperative gives force Palmer of
order, request, or ask the statement. Characterized by a defective paradigm consisting mainly of forms of the second
person, who therefore speaks ( the first person ) goes to who speaks ( the second person ) to order, request or ask. In
the verb sing, for example, the two forms of the imperative would be: sings you and you sing.In the case of APRESTAD
dressing which means " prepare enough for any 34 thing; we are with the verb: dressing for travel, dressing for dinner.
Aprestad is the order to prepare something: aprestad campaign material; aprestad costume for the party.

asistencialismo
The assistance is the deformation of the assistance, obligation that Governments contract with its citizens through a
Constitution, which designates the character of dignity of every human being without distinction of any kind. Such
deformation cancels people and neglects his development so that simply solves you time specific problems.

ayugados
The ayuga or mirabel is an herbaceous plant of the family of the Quenopodiaceas, of pyramidal shape, with ramoso
stem from six to eight inches in height, alternate, entire leaves, very small, and small, greenish, flowers in axillary
groups. If we stick to the general way, pyramid, AYUGADOS would be those objects that have form of AYUGA or
PYRAMIDAL.

biosistema
A system ( from the latin syst ma, from the Greek aiaa·¼± ) It is a complex object whose components are related to at
least some other component. You can also define as a set of elements harmonized to particular purpose: metric system,
political system. THE BIOSYSTEM is a set of elements, processes and functions that relate to life.

bufetear
The origin of the word bufetear should find him on buffet ( the French buffet ) that designates a meal composed of



different dishes that are served or are taken to the will of the diner. The same word is used to name the table or tables
where the buffet. Bufetear, then, is to consume food from a buffet, attend a buffet, participate in a buffet. As is also usual
buffet, which facilitates the understanding of bufetear.

camastros
It is useful to remember that due to the derivation arise in Spanish many voices. It is the case of lounge chairs, derived
bed but in a derogatory sense. Lounge chairs, then, are rickety, bad looking, poor, uncomfortable beds. Lounge Chair,
as derivative derogatory, reminds us of the same pejorative connotation that have voices like poetiser, politicastro,
libraco, or hack.

colilargo
COLILARGOEsta voice is composed of coli = tail and long = long. Long is what has long tail. It may be an animal, for
example: the mouse is a vertebrate long. In other cases can be accepted in colloquial language or figurative sense: a
comet ( in some countries call it papalote ) It is a long toy. Now, the queue is not necessarily the extremity of the body
because according to uses and regions we find more than twenty meanings or connotations. If it's the shape of the hair,
also one can speak of a person ( male or female ) easier.

contracaratula
covers is incorrectly written, and should be written as "covers" being its meaning:<br>Cover is the cover or a book cover.
Also refers to cover to cover discs, cassettes, video cassettes and similar. The covers is the inner part of such cover or
cover. Its correct writing carries graphic accent or tilde in the third, as if against is prefix, it should be remembered that
the Castilian spelling stipulates that preset voices form a morphological and prosodic unit and, therefore, prefixes must
be always soldiers graphically to the base affected, and in this case a sobresdrujula word that should tilt formed.

dar un siroco
Sirocco is a Southeast wind, i.e. a wind that comes or belongs to that point of the horizon between the South and the
East or East. We are therefore not a word but a phrase: give a Sirocco. That result means produce or feel a South-East
wind.

fitomorfo
If we apply the concept of composition in Castilian as the procedure that allows the formation of words with words or
elements of other languages, FITOMORFO comes from the Greek PHITON meaning plant or vegetable and MORPHOS
( also part of the Greek ) It means forms. Consequently fitomorfo is what shaped plant or vegetable. A shadow can be
neoclassic; in the landscape we can see clouds fitomorfas. Rocks can adopt outlines or fitomorfas veins.

fitomorfo
To apply the concept of composition as the procedure according to which voices can be words or elements of other
languages, fitomorfo comes from the Greek FITON = plant or plant the Greek element MORPHOS = ly shape.Therefore,
fitomorfo is that which shaped plant or vegetable.

formulacion y analisis de los estados financieros
In order to control the operation of a company official or private, have organized the financial statements, also referred to
as financial statements, financial reports or annual accounts, which are reports used to publicize the economic and
financial situation and the changes to a date or period. THE formulation and the analysis of the financial statements are
two stages, the first in which are built such reports and the second, which tend to make the experts for guides to
partners or shareholders, which is estudian and evaluate the results to improve management.



fusilamine
fusilamine is incorrectly written, and should be written as "coward" being its meaning:<br>Obviously we have a word
misspelled or incorrectly transcribed because she heard incorrectly. Therefore is not " fusilanime " fate of coward, which
comes from the latin pusillanimis. It means person lacking of value to make decisions, lack of spirit, of energy.  There is
also pusilanimo, but the latter is an unusual voice.

gozquecillo
gozque is synonymous with dog. Gozquecillo is diminutive - or if you like appreciative, loving - name for dog. Therefore,
gozquecillo is equivalent to puppy.

morona
In Colombia, especially in the center of the country, called moronas to the bread crumbs.

osteoteca
Due to its etymological configuration ( from the latin ossum = bone ) OSTEOTECA is a collection or meeting of bones. It
should preferably be used ossuary.

petrofilico
The word petrofilico is derived from petrofilia. This in turn is formed with Greek and Latin roots. Its components are
stone, from the latin petra and this Greek Petros, rock, stone, philos = love, hobby, more the suffix ia ( action, quality ).
Therefore petrofilia is love, the love of stones, rocks. Petrofilico which has the fans, the love for the rocks.

proporcionando
In our language terminations ANDO, going to indicate to the GERUND showing an action; but it is not defined by the
time, mode, the number or the person. In Spanish is derived from the Latin gerundium which, initially, was the ablative
case of the gerundivum ( 41 future passive participle;In the case of the query, providing is the gerund provide which
means give, give, give. Providing, then, would mean giving, giving, giving, and other synonyms.

reservas
The word reserve has sixteen meanings. One of them is the set of troops ready for combat, not involved in it while they
are not required. But there are countries which prefer the plural: the reserves. There is also the adverbial phrase without
reservation, which means openly, honestly, without the double intent.

salsamentaria
Retail sale of sausages, i.e. of meat chopped and seasoned with aromatic herbs and different spices ( paprika, pepper,
garlic, Rosemary, thyme, clove, ginger, nutmeg, etc ) that are introduced (  " drawn "  ) in skin of hog casings

sobrevalorarse
As overvaluing it is a transitive verb meaning torgar someone or something greater value that really, OVERSTATED is
to give yourself greater value than is actually.

solver
In an old grammar of 1886, encounter solver as a verb whose irregular past participle ( or abnormal as said ) it is loose.
So that solver would be equivalent to release. I leave there the concern and I hope contributions thereon.



subtangente
As one of the meanings of TANGENT is a line that touches a curve or a surface without cut, subtangent is the space
which is under this line

super mercado
Diccionario de la lengua Spanish © 2005 Espasa-Calpe: 40 SUPERMERCADOMercado; from latin mercatus ) It is the
meeting of traders or the site to buy and sell. Site where the goods are traded. Another part, super is a prefix that means
" above ": Superintendent, for example. Also means " 34 greatly; or " 34 pre-eminence;: superstructure,
superconductor.In the case that concerns us, supermarket is a larger market, a maximum service market. This
neologism is result of advertising which emphasizes the differences and tries to win consumers or clients increase the
dimension of the expectations. Supermarkets are modern buildings with the best deals, offers and comodidas superior
to the common market. It is not necessary to separate or together with hyphen. You should not write, therefore,
super-market, but supermarket.

ultrosos
The word ULTRA ( lat. Ultra ) as an adjective, said of a political group, an ideology, or a person, means of extreme right.
That extreme and radicalizes his opinions. Accordingly, said Ultroso, who preach or practice opinions and attitudes of
the extreme right. By the structure of the word, it has a pejorative connotation.

vocifugio
VOCIFUGIO comes from leakage: hasty flight, unexpected and voice: Word or Word. It means escape through the word


